REHABILITATION
Declaration
I declare that fully aware of my health status I take responsibility for any consequences of my participation in the
rehabilitation provided at Carolina Medical Center (hereinafter referred to as the: CMC).
Furthermore, I have been informed that:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

The patient has the right to take advantage of the rehabilitation upon making the payment and agreeing the
date of the sessions at the CMC Reception Desk.
The duration of a rehabilitation session is 60 minutes.
The patient may choose one of three payment options listed below.
Individual
rehabilitation

DISCOUNT

Rehabilitation:
2 patients x 1
physiotherapist

DISCOUNT

1 rehabilitation session

PLN 180

-

PLN 140

-

6-rehabilitation-session
pass

PLN 1020

over 5%

PLN 740

over 10%

12-rehabilitation-session
pass

PLN 1,930

over 10%

PLN 1,400

over 15%

24-rehabilitation-session
pass

PLN 3,650

over 15%

PLN 2,650

over 20%

Upon buying the pass, the Patient may resign from the rehabilitation he has paid for only in
a situation in which it's the doctor's decision or due to fortuitous events. In such a situation, the Patient
should submit a written request in a relevant form ("Request Form"), which is available at the CMC
Reception Desk. The overpayment will be refunded to the Patient at the CMC Reception Desk or to the bank
account.
The rehabilitation pass may be used only by the person who has purchased it and been entered in the CMC
system.
Persons below the age of 16 may only participate in the rehabilitation of the individual.
Rehabilitation sessions may be cancelled without any consequences by both parties by 6.00 pm of the day
preceding the date agreed, except for Sundays and public holidays. Should the Patient fail to use the date
booked and cancel the visit in the manner described above, he incurs the whole cost of the sessions
(deducted from the pass). If the Patient fails to come to two rehabilitation sessions without informing CMC
of this fact in advance, CMC reserves the right to cancel all session dates booked for him, in order to enable
other persons interested to take advantage of the rehabilitation. If a rehabilitation session booked does not
take place due to the reasons attributable to CMC, the Patient is entitled to an additional session free of
charge.
In the case in which the Patient is late for the rehabilitation sessions over 20 minutes, physiotherapist has
the right to refuse to accept a patient for rehabilitation session in the system: 2 patients x 1 physiotherapist.
The rehabilitation session will be reduced by the time delay.

…………..…………………………….………………..
(Patient's name and surname)

…………..…………………………….………………..
(date and signature)

